THE HOUSE
The homestead was restored in 1997, consisting of two buildings, one the rural house and the other the owner’s
residence. Situated two kilometres from the urban centre of Amaiur, on the highway that links Elizondo and
Urdazubi-Zugarramurdi.
Capacity: 2/4
· Completely separate entrance from the owner’s residence.
· Duplex with the following layout:
· Lower floor: fully equipped kitchen (including dishwasher). Combined dining-living room with fireplace.
Washroom. Balcony.
· First floor: Access via spiral staircase. Two bedrooms (one with 150 cm bed) and the other with two 105
cm beds. Bathroom. A crib is also available.
· Pet friendly (no extra charge).
· Wi-Fi (no extra charge).
· Firewood (no extra charge).
· Barbeque.
· Garden furniture.
· Daily bread service except Sunday.
· The rental is for the entire house for 2 or 4 persons (check the different rates).

HOW TO ARRIVE
FROM GASTÉIZ-VITORIA:
Upon arrival at the northern part of the Ring Road which surrounds Pamplona (Iruña), via the N-240 or AP-15,
follow the indications to the PA-30 direction France (Francia).
Past the Ezkaba tunnel there is a roundabout which is marked Oronoz-Mugairi N-121-A (Warning! The road sign is
situated on the actual exit lane)
Continue on the N-121-A for 41 km.
At km 41 take the exit to the right marked direction Elizondo, Bertiz and France (Francia) via Dantxarinea N-121B. Continue along the N-121-B until the km 59 marker. The driveway of Jaimeneko borda is about 300 metres
further along, on the right shoulder of the road.
FROM ZARAGOZA:
Arriving at the Ring Road which surrounds Pamplona (Iruña), via (AP-15, N-121 or N-240), follow the indications to
Huarte PA-30. Past Huarte, follow the indications towards France (Francia) PA-30. Eventually arriving at a
roundabout with 3 exit options of which the middle one should be taken; the exit which is designated OronozMugairi N-121-A.
Continue on the N-121-A for 41 km.
At km 41 take the exit to the right marked direction Elizondo, Bertiz and France (Francia) via Dantxarinea N-121B. Continue along the N-121-B until the km 59 marker. The driveway of Jaimeneko borda is about 300 metres
further along, on the right shoulder of the road.
FROM BILBAO-SAN SEBASTIAN
Leave the AP-8 via exit 1 (Behobia) to the N-121-A. Follow until the km 42 marker (Attention! This marker is
inside the tunnel) where, just after exiting the tunnel, there is a deviation to the right marked N-121-B OronozMugairi, Elizondo and France (Francia). Take the N-121-B. Continue along the N-121-B until the km 59 marker.
The driveway of Jaimeneko borda is about 300 metres further along, on the right shoulder of the road.

Warnings: before the km 59 marker you will see the entrance to the village of Amaiur, it’s not actually necessary to
go through the village but rather continue on until seeing the kilometre marker .
Careful with navigation devices: sometimes they may display shorter routes in distance but they are more
complicated due to the type of roads. In the case where you wish to use one, instead of putting Amaiur as a
destination, use Oronoz-Mugairi (which is the km 41 marker of the N-121A, the intersection of all the possible
routes and main point of connection to the N-121-B which is the road which leads to the final destination).
GPS Location: N 43º 12'41.41'' W 1º 29'23.23''
Other coordinate formats: N 43 12 40.2 W 1 29 23.6 UTM x 622666 y 4785372 (WSG84)

SERVICES IN THE AREA
Bus
Bank Machine
Health Centre
Drug Store
Gas Station
Equestrian Centre
Pool
Restaurant
Supermarket
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